CALL FOR PAPERS

Technical Education Faculty

Association for Scientific Research

THIRD INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON MATHEMATICAL & COMPUTATIONAL APPLICATIONS
(ICMCA’2002)
Konya, Turkey
September 4-6, 2002

Aims & Scope

The first of these conference series was organized in Manisa (Turkey) in 1996 and the second in Baku (Azerbaijan) in 1999. This international conference is devoted to original research in the field of engineering, natural sciences or social sciences where mathematical and/or computational techniques are necessary for solving specific problems. The aim of the conference is to provide a medium by which a wide range of experience can be exchanged among researchers from diverse fields such as engineering (electrical, mechanical, civil, industrial, aeronautical, nuclear etc.), natural sciences (physics, mathematics, chemistry, biology etc.) or social sciences (administrative sciences, economics, political sciences etc.). The papers may be theoretical where mathematics is used in a nontrivial way or computational or combination of both. Papers containing only experimental techniques and abstract mathematics without any sign of application are discouraged.

Paper Submission

Papers will be submitted in two categories:

1) Journal Papers (only papers of highest quality that contain original ideas and research will be published in the journal Mathematical and Computational Applications. Fluency in English is required)

2) Conference Papers

In both categories, papers should be written in English. In the initial submission, if the category is not indicated, it will be assumed that the paper is a conference paper. The scientific committee has the right to change the category of a submitted manuscript from journal to conference, or reject the manuscript at all.

In both cases accepted papers must be presented.

Guidelines for Preparing Manuscripts

Please submit two copies of the manuscript accompanying the PC Winword diskette to the Editorial Office. Alternatively, the paper may be submitted through e-mail also. Manuscript written in any other software will not be accepted. Authors should conform accurately to the specifications given below.

1. The title should be concise, centered, bold and in capital letters.
2. Names and addresses of all authors should be beneath the title, also centered and in lower case letters. Do not use footnotes for the addresses of the authors.
3. Write the word “Abstract-” beginning at the left-hand margin. The abstract should be short and self-contained, all essential points of the paper should be mentioned.
4. Write the word “Keywords-” under the abstract and give a group of keywords separated by commas.
5. All principle sections (1. INTRODUCTION, 2. THEORY, etc.) should be numbered consecutively, centered, bold and in capital letters.
6. All subsections should be numbered (2.1, 2.2 etc.), beginning from the left-hand side margin, bold and in lower case letters.
7. References to published literature should be quoted in the text in square brackets and grouped together at the end of the paper in numerical order.

**Periodicals**

**Books**

8. Tables should be typed as part of the text. The word “Table” with its legend should be centered, and placed above each table.
9. Line diagrams should be pasted into the text. Figure captions should be centered and typed below each figure.
10. Type all the text in Times New Roman characters with left, right, and bottom margins 3cm, top margin 4 cm, letter size 12 points and single line spacing on one side of the page. Text should be concise not exceeding 8 pages. Extra pages may be charged to the author. 
11. Do not number the pages (only on the back with a soft pencil).

**Probable Tours and Cultural Arrangements**

**Historical Places in Konya region**

Dervishs show

**Important Dates**

**Deadline for Paper Submission:** March 1, 2002

**Notification of Acceptance:** May 31, 2002

**Submission of Camera-Ready Papers:** June 30, 2002

**Conference Date:** 4-6 September 2002.

**Presentation Language**

Presentation language is English.

**Registration Fee**

Registration fee is 200 USD (international participants), 100 USD (national participants), 50 USD (students).

**Conference Honorary Chair**

Abdurrahman KUTLU, Rector, Selçuk University

**Conference General Chair**

Huseyin OGUT, Dean, Technical Education Faculty

**Conference Co-Chairs**

Novruz ALLAHVERDI (Selçuk University)

Mehmet PAKDEMIRLI (Celal Bayar University)

Bekir KARLIK (University of Bahrain)

**Scientific Committee**

Hojjat ADELI (USA)

Mehmet AKRABA (Bahrain)

Rafik ALIEV (Azerbaijan)

Novruz ALLAHVERDI (Turkey)

Selim AY (Turkey)

Osman BALCI (USA)

Adil BAYKASOGLU (Turkey)

Marwan BIKDASH (USA)

Necdet BILDIK (Turkey)

Fatih BOTSALI (Turkey)

Durmus BOZKURT (Turkey)

Burhanettin CAN (Turkey)

Mehmet CAN (Turkey)

Zekai CELEP (Turkey)

Ali CALISKAN (Turkey)

Kazim CARMAN (Turkey)

Turkay DERELI (Turkey)

Ahmed H. ELKHOLOLY (Kuwait)

Kayhan ERCITIES (USA)

Ali ERISEN (Turkey)

E. Murat ESIN (Turkey)

Zoltan FAZEKAS (UK)

Inan GULER (Turkey)

Kayhan GULEZ (Japan)

Elman HASSANOV (Turkey)

Hakik HUSEYNOV (Turkey)

Coskun ISCI (Turkey)

Sirzat KAHRAMANLI (Turkey)

Hasan KAPLAN (Turkey)

Hira KARAGULLE (Turkey)

Ramzan KARAKIZIU(Turkey)

Bekir KARLIK (Bahrain)

Mustafa KESKIN (Turkey)

**Conference Committee**

Saim KOCAK (Turkey)

Ali KULIEV (Turkey)

Atalay KUCUKBURSA (Turkey)

Albert C. J. LUO (USA)

Fazal M. MAHOMED (South Africa)

Dimitar L. MITOV (Bulgaria)

Paulo M. OLIVEIRA (Portugal)

Mehmet PAKDEMIRLI (Turkey)

Jacob SALEH (Jordan)

Ekrem SAVAS (Turkey)

Onur SAYMAN (Turkey)

Saim SELVI (Turkey)

Ali SINAN (Turkey)

Kamal SOLTANOV (Azerbaijan)

Mehmet TEKELIOGLU (Turkey)

Osman TOKHI (UK)

Mahir TURHAN (Turkey)

Ihsan ULER (Turkey)

Umit UZMAN (Turkey)

Faruk UNSACAR (Turkey)

Gazanfer UNAL (Turkey)

Vadim VAGIN (Russia)

Alexander VIDYBIDA (Ukraine)

Edward WALICKI (Poland)

Ahmet S. YIGIT (Kuwait)

**Organizing Committee**

Kazim CARMAN
Novruz ALLAHVERDI
Turhan SISMAN
Adem GUNES
M. Nevzat ORNEK
Levent CIVCIK
Ismail SARITAS

**Organizing Institutes**

Selçuk University
Association for Scientific Research

**Correspondence**

Prof. Novruz Allahverdi
Technical Education Faculty
Selçuk University Campus, 42031, Konya/TURKEY
Tel.: +90 332 2410041/2400
Fax: +90 332 2412179
E-mail: icmca2002@selcuk.edu.tr
Web: http://www.selcuk.edu.tr/icmca2002